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How to play



Each player has:
 

a) An ATTACKING deck with 36 
cards with values form 1 to 5.
There are 2 tipes: punch and 

Feint + punch. 

b) A DEFENDING deck with 36 
cards with values from 1 to 5. 

There are 2 tipes of cards: block 
and dodge.

 

c) THE RING. Where each boxer keeps control of :
 

a)  Each boxer has 100 endurance points all over the fight.

b)  taken in each round.

c) the 12 rounds.

ENDURANCE

DAMAGE

punch punchfeint + punch feint + punch

block blockdodge dodge
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Endurance
track

Damage track
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GET READY FOR THE ROUND

At the begining of each round, you draw 7 cards form your 
attacking deck and another 7 cards from your defending 
deck. You´ll have to discard 1 card of each. Discarded card 
comes back to the top of your deck (attacking and 
defending) so you will draw next round.
These are your attacking and defending cards for that 
round.

6 cards hand

Draw 7 cards

Discard 1

2

To avoid confusion or problems, it is important you follow an order placing components and discard decks,
as well as where you and your opponent play attacking and defense cards.

The game consists of 12 rounds as in a boxing match. Each player will have a
number of attacking and defense cards in each round that can play following a few

simple rules. This will affect the ENDURANCE and DAMAGE of both boxers. 
If you play smart, you'll see it only doesn`t depend on the cards value, but also the

way you raise your strategy in each round.
The goal is to beat your opponent. 

You can get it by K.O. or by judges scoring (going to the scorecards).
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PLAYGROUND



To throw a punch, a boxer has to be in control of the fight. Control can be kept or 
can be lost as the result of playing cards.
To throw a punch, the boxer in control of the fight, plays an attacking card and 
his opponent plays a defending card and see the result (if lands or not). 
Cards are usually played FACE DOWN, but sometimes they are played FACE 
UP.

 

WAY OF PLAYING CARDS

·FACE UP. Boxer who has control of the fight, after examining his cards,
plays an attacking card face up and after this, the opponent boxer plays a
defensive card to avoid the attack.

·FACE DOWN. Boxer who has control of the fight, after examining his
cards, plays an attacking card face down and after this, the opponent
boxer in the same way plays a defensive card to avoid the attack. Both
cards are revealed at the same time.

WORKING OUT PUNCHES

Compare the attacking card value (A) with defensive one (D)

·If A > D (attacking is higher than defense)

A punch is landed. When a boxer lands a punch, adds damage points to his
opponent equal to difference between attacking and defensive card value
(see DAMAGE). His opponent also loses that number value in endurance
points (SEE ENDURANCE). Attacking boxer keeps control of the fight and
he can go on attacking with a card face down.

·If A < D (defending is higher than attacking)

Defender takes control of the fight no matter if played block or dodging
card.

·If A = D

a) If defensive card was a block, no punch is landed. The attacking boxer
must play the next card FACE UP.

b) If defensive card was a dodge card, defending boxer takes control of 
the fight.

If attacking card is a FEINT + PUNCH, its value card is considered “plus 1” 
value if defending card is equal or less value. A FEINT + PUNCH card 
always hits versus a blocking or dodging card with the same or lower value.
Eg a heint+punch 3+1 value lands a punch versus any 3 value or lower 
defensive card.

Card value

 is

 3+1 = 4

Eg. Attacking card value 4.

Defending card value 2.

Defender adds

2 damage points

and substracts 2 endurance

points on his tracks.

a) b)
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IN THE CORNER STRATEGY CARDS. Every time a round ends, boxers get advices 
and tips in their corners. Each boxer will be able to choose an IN THE CORNER 
STRATEGY CARD. It could be used in the following round. You choose it in a hidden 
way and it is revealed at the start of the round. 
They have different effects: to increase attacking or defending card powers, to 
choose some cards when you have to draw, or for closing a cut, etc...

OUTSTANDING MOVEMENT CARDS. They are those outstanding movement each 
boxer has. They are like jokers that can be used defending or attacking when a boxer 
chosses. Each boxer has only 3 outstanding movement and only one can be used in 
a round

KNOCK DOWN AND CLINCH CARDS. Cards that are played when these situations 
happen. 

HOW TO WIN

As in a boxing fight you can win by KO or by judges decision :

 a)  By K O. If a boxer is knocked down (by a landed punch of 4 or more damage 
points or accumulates 10 or more damage points in the same round) and doesn´t 
stand up in the protection count.
 
  b) By judges scoring. Every round, each boxer gets a counter with a number of 
points (10-9-8-7) according to the punches landed, damage made and if there were 
knocked downs.
This simulates judges score cards. The boxer who adds the higher number over 12 
rounds will be the winner

Each boxer has some skills that you have to manage all over the fight:

   ENDURANCE. It is your boxer´s tiredness. Each boxer has 100 endurance points. 
Every time you throw a punch or your opponent lands a puch you loose endurance. 
When you get some endurance levels (50-30 and 20 endurance points), some efects 
will appear. Your boxer becames slower or you start the round with some damage 
points instead of 0 as normal. You recover endurance points between rounds.
 

   DAMAGE. It is the punishment boxers make each other in the round. If you get 8 or 
9 points a cut happens. But if you get 10 points, there´s a knock down. You have to 
avoid these if you can or if your opponent lets you.
When a round starts this track comes back to 0 except you are cut or you got some 
endurance levels.
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